THE VERY ONE STAKES
8th GP 1 3/8m (Turf) Grade III 4yo and up Fillies and Mares , Purse: $100,000. ( 4:03)/
3:03/ 2:03/ 1:03 ( 4:03)/ 3:03/ 2:03/ 1:03
$1 Daily Double / $1 Exacta / $.50 Trifecta / $.10 Superfecta,$1 Bet 3 (races 8-9-10) /
$.50 Pick 4 (races 8-9-10-11)
#
Horse
ML Comments
5
Preferential
5/2 Five-year-old is first on BRIS Current and Average Class Last 3
and was last seen when winning the mile and a half Dowager
Stakes at Keeneland in October. Daughter of Dansili posted a
five furlong work in 59 4/5 here earlier this month for trainer Bill
Mott who wins with 20% of his runners that have not raced for 90
days or more and who wins with 20% of his starters in graded
stakes. Mare, who has won four of her fourteen lifetime starts on
grass, appears to be improving and can be in good position from
the start stalking the early leaders with Julien Leparoux in the
saddle.
7
Anjaz
5/1 Mare has not been seen since earning top ranking on BRIS
Speed Last Race and Early and Late Pace Last Race when
second in the twelve furlong Waya Stakes at Saratoga last
August and is also first on Back Speed. Daughter of Street Cry is
trained by Tom Albertraini who wins with 8% of his runners that
have not raced for 90 days or more and who has won with 13%
of his starters since the beginning of last year. Bay can be near
the front early under Jose Lezcano who won with two of his last
four rides for the barn.
1
Aigue Marine
6/1 Daughter of Galileo has not been seen since finishing sixth as
the favorite in the twelve furlong Long Island Handicap at
Aqueduct in November when making her first start since March
and won one of her two previous starts on the Gulfstream turf
course. Five-year-old is first on BRIS Prime Power and is trained
by Christophe Clement who wins with 205 of his runners that
have not raced for 90 days or more and with 21% of his starters
on grass. Mare can be running late with Joel Rosario in the

2

Left a Message

saddle.
3/1 Gray won her one previous start on this turf course and comes
off an unplaced effort in the Endeavour Stakes at Tampa after a
rough trip from a wide post last month in her first start since
November. Trainer Tom Proctor wins with 19% of his runners
second time off a layoff and has won with 15% of his starters at
this meet and mare can be a contender running from off the pace
with Javier Castellano taking the mount.

SANTA MARIA STAKES
8th SA 1 1/16m Grade II 4yo and up Fillies and Mares , Purse: $200,000. 7:00/ 6:00/ 5:00/(
4:00)
$1 Exacta / $1 Trifecta,$2 Low Takeout Double / $1 Superfecta (.10 Min.)
#
Horse
ML Comments
1
Iotapa
7/2 Four-year-old daughter of Afleet Alex was a big second behind a
sharp one in the Santa Monica (G2) off the seven month layoff
last time and gets a fine post along the rail as a must use for
John Sadler. Dark bay filly has been a model of consistency in
her lifetime finishing in the top three in each lifetime race, and is
due to break through at this level soon with four graded stakes
placings in as many tries at the level. The filly was a positive
second in her lone route try and could be the one with even slight
improvement under Joe Talamo.
3
Ondine
3/1 Baffert trainee has been showing more speed in her last few
races and might get the best trip in a field lacking pace. Steady
filly by Medaglia d'Oro was a fine second in the La Canada S.
(G2) in advance of this and has every right to improve on this
occasion second time off the layoff, for a conditioner at 24% in
that category. The dark bay is ultra consistent with nine top three
finishes from nine career starts, and the move to Mike smith is
always a good thing.
2
Fiftyshadesofhay 5/2 Prime Power leader owns the top Average speed in the field and
will be making her third run since the fall, often a peak
performance. Bay filly by Pulpit has been a very good one so far
for conditioner Bob Baffert and ran pretty well last time when a
closing fourth in a race where a few of these were in, making up
for a very slow break. Four-year-old lass gets a nice post and has
the pace to keep touch early, with money rider Martin Garcia
signed on. Another must use.
6
Golden
6/1 Razor sharp daughter of Exchange Rate is a perfect 3-for-3 since
Production
being claimed by Peter miller, which includes a game tally in the
Paseana S. last time on this oval. Five-year-old has never been
anything close to this good in the past and also has a lot of early
foot, which is key in a field lacking pace. Likely pacesetter will
likely need another step forward to have a big say in the outcome
late, but we still have to use her with the hot Desormeaux signed
on.

EL CAMINO REAL DERBY
8th GG 1 1/8m Grade III 3yo, Purse: $200,000. 7:15/ 6:15/ 5:15/( 4:15) 7:15/ 6:15/ 5:15/(
4:15) 7:15/ 6:15/ 5:15/( 4:15) 7:15/ 6:1
$1 Exacta / $1 Trifecta / $1 Superfecta (.10 min),$2 Low Takeout Double
#
Horse
ML Comments
4
Tamarando
3/1 Is a Grade 1 winner who will be looking to rebound off of a
disappointing effort last out while facing stakes competition on
the dirt at Santa Anita in which he attempted to rally from eight
lengths off the pace but lacked the needed kick late and crossed
the wire in second, beaten by 5 1/2 lengths as the favorite. A
return to his prior form will make him a major threat in this spot
and trainer Jerry Hollendorfer wins with 30% of his runners next
out after being beaten as the favorite. In addition, he wins 18% of
the Graded stakes races he has a runner in. Russell Baze gets
the call and he has combined with the conditioner for a 33% win
rate over the last 60 days. Tamarando tops the field in BRIS
Prime Power by over four points and also possesses the best
BRIS Class rating.
5
Enterprising
5/2 Has been in good form as of late and will be looking to make
amends for failing as the favorite here last out while facing stakes
competition in which he rallied from three lengths off the pace but
lacked the needed kick late and crossed the wire in third, beaten
by only a half length. Trainer Thomas Proctor wins with 27% of
his runners next out after being beaten as the favorite and 19%
of the Graded stakes races. Gary Stevens gets the call and he
has combined with the conditioner for a 27% win rate over the
last 60 days. He wins 19% of the route races he has a mount in.
8
Dance With Fate 7/2 Is a multiple Grade 1 stakes placed runner who will be making
his second start off of the layoff after putting in a solid effort last
out while facing allowance/optional claiming competition on the
main track at Santa Anita in which he rallied from six lengths off
the pace and finished well late to claim the victory by 1 3/4
lengths. The dark bay's best effort came on the synthetic and he
may appreciate a return to that surface today. Trainer Peter
Eurton wins with 17% of his runners shipping to another circuit
and with 19% of his runners making their second start off the
layoff.
1
Craftsman
8/1 Makes the turf to synthetic move in his first start back from the
layoff and second since coming across the pond from Ireland
after having not started since the end of December when he
failed as the favorite while facing stakes competition on the grass
at Santa Anita. The Group 3 winner is capable of better if he
handles the synthetic and trainer Simon Callaghan wins with 15%
of his runners shipping to another circuit. The colt adds the
blinkers today and that is a move the conditioner wins with 13%
of the time. Dennis Carr gets the call and he wins 15% of the
route races he has a mount in.

